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Introduction
To create the virtual field trip to the Salton Sea for LA3121L Design IV: Applied Site Design Lab this spring, Prof.
Lehrman borrowed MediaVision’s Insta360 Pro2 camera to capture high resolution (7680 x 3840 pixels aka 8K)
panoramic video for Google Street View (GSV) over winter break. With a tripod jury-rigged to the roof of his car
(see below) and a makeshift backpack mount, sixteen hours and 564.5GB later, he returned home after
covering miles of previously undocumented back roads and shore line. Stitching the files together (see:
http://bit.ly/3hU9vOO_GSV) and uploading them to Google Maps (see:
https://goo.gl/maps/CrUwZWLfik1sWNri8) took another two weeks on his underpowered faculty 2018 MacBook
Pro.

This Instructional Innovation SPICE proposal addresses the challenges Prof. Lehrman encountered with the
purchase of camera and computer hardware required for students and faculty in ENV to A) safely capture
their own high resolution GSV and 360-degree immersive virtual reality (VR) video files, B) use computationally
intensive mobile mapping, VR, and advanced design software, and C) conduct a pilot study evaluating the GSV/
360-degree panoramic video needs, teaching methods, learning outcomes, and hardware required for faculty
and students across Cal Poly Pomona.
As a remote instruction tool, GSV (accessed via Google Maps, Google Earth, or the Street View App) provides
students with access to immersive virtual visits to destinations around the world, so instead of providing a still
photograph or pre-recorded video, students are able to explore at their own pace and focus on what interests
them.

1. Describe what you plan to do. Describe the anticipated impact your project will have on student
learning, with reference to program goals. Describe plans for assessment of the project’s impact on
student learning.
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This Innovation Instruction SPICE Proposal supports ENV faculty and students A) producing Google Street View
(GSV)/Virtual Reality (VR) content for both remote and in-person instruction, B) teach and learn computationally
intensive mobile mapping and advanced design applications, C) conduct a pilot study evaluating using GSV and
immersive 360 degree panoramic video for teaching across all of CPP. Requesting SPICE funds to purchase:

- Insta360 Pro 2 camera kit (or similar) with extra batteries, two sets of 128GB SDXC UHS-1 V30 memory
cards, card readers, and portable SSD; suction cup car mount, camera rigging hardware, safety hardware;
backpack mount, VR camera stand, video production accessories (iPad + digital audio recorder); precision
GPS/IMU mobile unit and GPS base station; along with storage cases and storage cabinets.

- Dell Precision 5820 Tower Workstation (final configuration pending) with i9-10980XE CPU, 128GB RAM,
NVidia Quadro RTX5000 GPU with 16GB VRAM, 2@ class 40 SSDs, 4TB Hard Drives, additional networking
and I/O components (thunderbolt/wifi/USB Hub/card readers); 4K Displays, near field studio speakers or
headphones, virtual reality headsets, and security cables/locks.
Beyond configuring the workstation for VR/processing/editing 8K video from the Insta360 camera, the high
performance processor/graphic card and tons of memory support teaching advanced computationally
intensive design methods including: photogrammetry (creating topographic maps from overlapping drone
images), LIDAR point cloud processing, machine vision/object recognition from GSV and aerial imagery, 3D
rendering, virtual reality, edge computing/internet of things for smart landscape/city, urban
simulations/modeling, and more. Initially the workstation will be set up in Prof. Lehrman's faculty office (7-101c)
until being relocated to the ENV Advanced Design Computing Lab (ADCL) (tentively being located in 3-1640).
Camera gear will be temporarily stored in 7-214, then relocated to storage cabinets installed in the ADCL.
This SPICE grant provides a gateway for ENV to implement innovative teaching practices that utilize advanced
design computing and build interdisciplinary collaboration between the departments in ENV.
LEARNING OUTCOMES and ASSESSMENT
Once the spring 2021 semester starts, Barry’s students in LA3121L will begin using these panoramic videos to
remotely explore the project site, and to craft their own narratives by reframing the 8K spherical files into
traditional 2K (1920 x 1080 pixels) HD videos. After they design dust mitigation landforms and ecological habitat
on the rapidly expanding playa around the lake, they will composite animated renderings into new videos for
their final presentation. Learning outcomes in LA3121L supported by student interactions with the Google
Street View virtual environments include:

- Site Analysis, Site Design, and Visual Communication skills.
- Critical Thinking, Design Foundations, Digital Skills, and Communication
Additionally, this grant also support these specific BSLA/MLA Program Learning Outcomes:

- PLO2: Application of Discipline Knowledge SLO6 Digital Skills
- PLO3: Professional Practice SLO9 Design Communication
Learning Outcomes related to utilizing the camera and workstation will be assessed by the instructors. Student
reflections of their experience using the SPICE funded gear will be collected for later qualitative analysis.
The department and the LAAB (Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board) will also be assessing how these
courses contribute to the curriculum.
Courses associated with this proposal will be strong candidates for designation as Signature Polytechnic
Experiences courses (PolyX).
CPP CAMPUS GSV PILOT STUDY
To develop hardware recommendations and GSV teaching methods for all of CPP and other ENV programs, a
pre- and post-use survey to collect feedback and suggestions from the students and faculty will be developed
with assistance from the Office of Academic Innovation (OAI), CAFE, and other campus stakeholders.
Completing the pre-survey will be required before use of the equipment.
Courses taught by the PI will be the primary test-bed for developing a GSV toolkit with example
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assignments/use cases, tutorials/demonstrations for faculty/student production, evaluating policies/training
required for students to safely use the Insta360 camera mounted on their personal vehicles (consulting with
Risk Management and Enviromental Safety), and evaluating the post-processing stitching/editing workflow.
Additionally, the PI will seek meetings with representatives from each college to identify their potential
uses/needs for GSV.
Conclusions and recommendations gleaned from the AY21/22 pilot study will be compiled into a short report
for campus stakeholders to assess options (such as pros/conns of establishing a centralized/shared collection
GSV cameras versus distributing them to colleges and/or departments), plan the strategic next steps, and
identifying funding opportunities.

2. Describe the scope of the project. How many students will this project affect? Is there a particular
group of students who will be addressed, e.g. graduating seniors, veterans, etc.? Will the project benefit
students in ways other than specific learning outcomes, e.g. progress to graduation?
Field trips have served as the pedagogical foundation of the BSLA and MLA curriculum for decades. Our
students use these field trips (traditionally scheduled for week 4 of the term) to conduct field work and
document their project site for future reference and presentations. With our students scattered around the
globe during COVID-19, limited access to project sites is a major impediment to remote instruction. As many of
our projects are situated in overlooked rural communities or expansive sites that are not fully visible from
public roads, creating custom course-specific GSV content for virtual field trips/remote instruction will benefit
our entire student body (AY20/21 n=364 BSLA and n=53 MLA).
Once in-person instruction resumes, this grant supports the PI/Co-PI’s students in LA3121L, LA4111L, LA4782,
LA5582, LA6111L, and LA6920 (n=16 to 32 per semester) to produce their own GSV/panoramic video and VR
content. Students in other LA courses (n=25 to 50 per semester) will also have access to the workstation for
computationally intensive applications (photogrammetry/rendering et cetera).
Students in other ENV programs will also be supported in remote and in-person courses, but it is too early to
estimate how many and the demand for GSV and the ADCL.
The pilot study will serve to expand access to GSV content to all of CPP's student body.

3. Address sustainability issues – is this a one-time expenditure, an ongoing expenditure, etc.? If the
expenditure is ongoing, please provide plans to secure ongoing funding apart from the Student Success
fee.
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Purchasing the inital set of camera gear and workstation is a one-time SPICE expenditure. Other funding
sources will be sought to scale up ENV's and CPP's GSV capabilities. While demand for producing GSV content
across campus has not yet been assessed, it likely require at least one camera and workstation for each of the
nine colleges, with Engineering and Science potentially requiring multiple cameras each.
Establishing a well-equipped ENV Advanced Design Computing Lab (ADCL) in 3-1640 (or other ENV location) as
the permanent home for the gear being requested, will requires additional funds from multiple sources
including SPICE. Prof. Li is submiting a complimentary Classroom Modernization SPICE Proposal for a multitouch tabletop computer. External funding will be needed to purchase a professional mobile mapping rig with
industrial grade video camera, LIDAR, RTK GPS/IMU, and more that cost $100k+.

Panoramic video frame from the (former) Red Hill Bay boat ramp, Niland, CA. 12/22/2020

4. What resources do you need to complete the project? Using the attached budget template, provide a
detailed budget, including justification for items requested. Also, indicate if partial funding would
benefit your project and if the project is supported by other resources.
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Google Street View Tools (and more) for Remote and In-Person Instruction Budget

Item

Panoramic
Video
Camera +
Essentials

Amount Justification/Rationale
8K Insta360 Pro2 Panoramic video camera (or similar), extra batteries,
chargers, and car power adapter; two sets of microSDXC and full size SDXC
UHS-I V30 memory cards, plus USB 3.1 SD Card Readers, and portable
SSD drive (see: Insta360.com and Google).
MediaVision’s Pro2 camera will not always be available, so need to get one
for ENV. Each Pro2 battery runs the camera about 60~75 minutes, so extra
$6,750 batteries are essential for extended filming on field trips. Each set of seven
128GB SD cards can store about 4 hours of Street View 8K 5F video, so
getting two sets eneables a full day of recording.
Card readers + USB hub are needed to download files for stitching (hub is for
students to use their own computer). SSD is to transfer the 1GB to 20GB+
files between the workstation and users' personal computer.

Camera
Mounting
Hardware

Video
Production
Accessories

Suction Cup Car Mount (see: 4kShooters.com) and Safety Devices,
Backpack mount, VR Camera Stand/Monopod, thread adapters, misc.
rigging hardware, travel cases, and tools.
$1025

$825

Proper camera mounts and safety gear/rigging is required for students and
other faculty to use the camera without risking personal injury or property
damage. Backpack mount and VR Camera Stand allow documenting places
by foot or inside.
iPad Mini 64GB Wifi+ 4G LTE (or similar), and digital audio recorder + wind
screen.
Students may not have a compatible smart phone or tablet to remotely
control the Insta360 Pro2 camera, hence needing an iPad. Getting the Wifi +
4G LTE version, as it has GPS/GNSS (wifi only iPads do not) and to be a
hotspot for live streaming/Street View publishing off campus.
Digital audio recorder with built-in ambisonic microphones will capturing
better sound quality than the camera can and allow off camera microphone
placement.
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
mobile unit, GPS base station, antennas, batteries/solar panel/charge,
mounting hardware, enclosures, and travel cases (see: Sparkfun.com).

Mobile
Mapping
Tools

$1,225

These GPS units enable higher precision camera telemetry/route logging
with Real Time Kinematic (RTK) algorithms. Base Station will provide GPS
correction data in areas where there is limited coverage by the California
Real Time Nework (CRTN). Mobile unit will be used for mobile mapping
(either vehicle mounted) and/or for hiking, and includes 9 degree of freedom
inertial measure sensors.
Will utilize microcontrollers, 4G LTE modems, and misc. components from
the 2019 SPICE Physical Computing Collection.
These GPS units support deploying Prof. Lehrman's and Prof. Li's mobile
mapping sensors (LIDAR, air quality and meterological sensors, multispectral camera, infrared camera, et cetera), purchased with prior SPICE
grants, and future mobile mapping sensors.

Mapping
and Video
Editing
Computer

APPLICATIONS: (not limited to) stitching and editing 8K video (Insta360 Stitcher,
Mistika VR, Adobe Premiere Pro, & After Effects), photogrammetry (Pix4D),
$6,650 LIDAR point cloud processing (ArcGIS), VR/3D Rendering (V-Ray, Lumion,
Unreal Engine), AI/machine learning (eCognition, & Tensorflow), and other
advanced
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design software. Remote access will be enabled.
WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION (Dell Precision 5820 Worstation that best
matches Pugetsystems.com's recommendations):
* i9-10980XE CPU (for Editing/Photogrammetry/Machine Learning)
* 128GB RAM (minimum for 8k Editing/Photogrammetry)
* (Two) M.2 NVME Class 40 SSDs (all apps for system and scratch drive
for users)
* (Two) 4TB 7200rpm Drives RAID 1 (for shared files)
* Nvidia RTX5000 GPU w/16+ GB VRAM (for Video Encoding, Rendering,
Photogrammetry, VR, Machine Learning)
* Wifi/Bluetooth PCIe Card (for VR headset, & connecting to smart
classroom projector)
* Thunderbolt 40GB/s PCIe card (for file transferring, & VR Headset)
* TPU or VPU Accelerator PCIe card (for AI/Machine Learning)
* USB 3.1/3.2 hub front bay adapter (for Stitching Video from the SD cards)

Workstation

(Three) 4K displays, nearfield studio monitors or headphones, keyboard, mouse,
editing controller, data/power cables, and security cables/locks. VR headsets,
accessories, storage case, and cleaning supplies (see: Tomshardware.com).

Computer
Display, VR
$3,025
Headsets,
High resolution displays are essential for the intended applications.VR headseat
&
allows interactive exploration of the GSV video files and student projects. Other
Peripherals
peripherals enhance productivity. Security is to protect the equipment.
Storage
Furniture

For 3-1640, 42" tall storage cabinets for the camera, camera mounts/rigging,
$1,225 production accessories, GPS and mobile mapping tools, VR headsets, and other
grant items. High security locks and hardware for cabinets.
Allowance for:
* IT charges for reconfiguring smart classroom controls and installing security
system/room access card reader.
* Facilities charges for installing cabinets and key management.

IT/Facilities
+ Reserve

$2,000 Reserve allowave for higher shipping charges than budgeted, price
increases/tariffs, and/or replacement parts.
Surplus reserve funds may be used for mobile data plan for iPad, and/or 5.7K
consumer grade panoramic camera (such as Insta360 One X2 ), additional VR
headset, or software licenses.

Faculty
Stipend
Total
Request

$2,250

For time setting up and maintaining the camera and computer workstation, and
conducting the Pilot Study.

$24,975 9.5% sales taxes included for all purchased items.

Budget/Resource References:
- https://store.insta360.com/product/Pro_2 https://www.insta360.com/support/supportcourse?
post_id=998
www.google.com/streetview/contacts-tools/
- www.4kshooters.net/2017/05/05/the-camtree-gripper-g-51-is-a-professional-camera-car-mount-

rig-for-

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/what-is-gps-rtk
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-

www.pugetsystems.com/recommended/Recommended-Systems-for-Adobe-PremierePro-143/Hardware-Recommendations

www.pugetsystems.com/recommended/Recommended-Systems-for-Pix4D-207/
- Hardware-Recommendations
www.pugetsystems.com/recommended/Recommended-Systems-for-V-Ray-199/
- Hardware-Recommendations
- www.pugetsystems.com/recommended/Recommended-Systems-for-Unreal-Engine-200/
Hardware-Recommendations
www.tomshardware.com/reviews/best-virtual-reality-headsets,4722.html

5. Is your project partially funded by other sources?
Only indirectly.
The PI will utilize some camera hardware (such as screws and fasteners), and microcontrollers/electronics
components (for the GPS units) purchased with funds from other grants, college professional development
funds, or with personal funds.
Most of the software being utilized is licensed to the campus or ENV, or was purchased by the PI or Co-PI with
funds from other grants or college professional development funds.

6. Would partial funding benefit your project?
Yes, some funding is better than none. The GSV pilot study will not proceed with partial funding.
For $12,000, consumer grade 5.7K panoramic video cameras can be substituted for the 8K Insta360 Pro2
camera, resulting needing lighter-weight camera mount and a less powerful workstation.
$16,600 purchases bare essential 8K camera gear + workstation with fewer peripherals/performance, and no
storage furniture.
These amounts do not include any allowance for IT/Facilities charges.

7. Finalize total amount requested.
$24,975
8. Prioritize elements of your funding requests. Add further narrative if needed by uploading
attachment.
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Top Priority:

- Insta360 Pro2 Camera + first set of memory cards + batteries + portable SSD drive
- Car Mount + rigging hardware/safety gear
- VR Camera Stand/Tripod
- Workstation
- (Two) 4K Monitors
- Security Cables
Second Priority

- RTK GPS/IMU mobile unit
- VR Headset
- Backpack Mount
- Carbon Fiber VR Boom Pole
- iPad Mini + digital sound recorder
- Second set of SDXC memory cards
Third Priority

- RTK GPS Base Station
- Editing Controller
- Near field speakers/headphones
- Second VR Headset
- Coral AI Accelerator Duel Edge TPU
- Third 4K monitor
- Other applications

Acknowledgment
Commitment Statement:
[Acknowledged] Checking this box affirms that you have read the statements below and agree to all of
the terms.
If my project is selected, I will:

- Use the project resources as outlined in my budget.
- Provide, upon request from the Improving the Classroom Experience Committee, a brief summary of
spending and an assessment of the usefulness of the program.

- Provide dissemination materials upon request (e.g. a presentation at a brown bag or a university event,
etc.)

- Expend grant funds during the 2021-2022 fiscal year, understanding that spending deadlines as early as
March 2022 could apply.
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G

gle Street View T ls (and m re) f r Rem te and In-Pers n Instructi n
Inn vative Instructi n SPICE Pr p sal AY20/21

Item

Am unt

Justificati n

Pan ramic Vide
Camera + Essentials

$

8K Ins a360 Pro2 Panoramic video camera (or similar), ex ra ba eries,
chargers, and car power adap er; wo se s of microSDXC and full size SDXC
UHS-I V30 memory cards, plus USB 3.1 SD Card Readers, and por able SSD
drive (see: Ins a360.com and Google).

6,750

Media ision’s Pro2 camera will not always be available, so need to get one
for EN . Each Pro2 battery runs the camera about 60~75 minutes, so extra
batteries are essential for extended filming on field trips. Each set of seven
128GB SD cards can store about 4 hours of Street iew 8K 5F video, so
getting two sets eneables a full day of recording.
Card readers + USB hub are needed to download files for stitching (hub is for
students to use their own computer). SSD is to transfer the 1GB to 20GB+
files between the workstation and users' personal computer.

Camera M unting
Hardware

$

1,025

Suc ion Cup Car Moun (see: 4kShoo ers.com) and Safe y Devices, Backpack
moun , VR Camera S and/Monopod, hread adap ers, misc. rigging hardware,
ravel cases, and ools.
Proper camera mounts and safety gear/rigging is required for students and
other faculty to use the camera without risking personal injury or property
damage. Backpack mount and R Camera Stand allow documenting places
by foot or inside.

Vide Pr ducti n
Access ries

$

825

iPad Mini 64GB Wifi+ 4G LTE (or similar), and digi al audio recorder + wind
screen.
Students may not have a compatible smart phone or tablet to remotely control
the Insta360 Pro2 camera, hence needing an iPad. Getting the Wifi + 4G LTE
version, as it has GPS/GNSS (wifi only iPads do not) and to be a hotspot for
live streaming/Street iew publishing off campus.
Digital audio recorder with built-in ambisonic microphones will capturing better
sound quality than the camera can and allow off camera microphone
placement.
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Item
M bile Mapping T

ls

Am unt

Justificati n

$

Real Time Kinema ic (RTK) GPS and Iner ial Measuremen Uni (IMU) mobile
uni , GPS base s a ion, an ennas, ba eries/solar panel/charge, moun ing
hardware, enclosures, and ravel cases (see: Sparkfun.com).

1,225

These GPS units enable higher precision camera telemetry/route logging with
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) algorithms. Base Station will provide GPS
correction data in areas where there is limited coverage by the California Real
Time Nework (CRTN). Mobile unit will be used for mobile mapping (either
vehicle mounted) and/or for hiking, and includes 9 degree of freedom inertial
measure sensors.
Will utilize microcontrollers, 4G LTE modems, and misc. components from the
2019 SPICE Physical Computing Collection.
These GPS units support deploying Prof. Lehrman's and Prof. Li's mobile
mapping sensors (LIDAR, air quality and meterological sensors, multi-spectral
camera, infrared camera, et cetera), purchased with prior SPICE grants, and
future mobile mapping sensors.

8K Vide Editing &
Advanced Design
C mputing W rkstati n

$

6,650

APPLICATIONS: (no limi ed o) s i ching and edi ing 8K video (Ins a360
S i cher, Mis ika VR, Adobe Premiere Pro, & Af er Effec s), pho ogramme ry
(Pix4D), LIDAR poin cloud processing (ArcGIS), VR/3D Rendering (V-Ray,
Lumion, Unreal Engine), AI/machine learning (eCogni ion, & Tensorflow), and
o her advanced design sof ware. Remo e access will be enabled.
WORKSTATION CONFIGURATION (Dell Precision 5820 Wors a ion ha bes
ma ches Puge sys ems.com's recommenda ions):
* i9-10980XE CPU (for Editing/Photogrammetry/Machine Learning)
* 128GB RAM (minimum for 8k Editing/Photogrammetry)
* (Two) M.2 NVME Class 40 SSDs (all apps for system and scratch drive for
users)
* (Two) 4TB 7200rpm Drives RAID 1 (for shared files)
* Nvidia RTX5000 GPU w/16+ GB VRAM (for ideo Encoding, Rendering,
Photogrammetry, R, Machine Learning)
* 950W or larger PSU
* Wifi/Blue oo h PCIe Card (for R headset, & connecting to smart classroom
projector)
* Thunderbol 40GB/s PCIe card (for file transferring, & R Headset)
* TPU or VPU Accelera or PCIe card (for AI/Machine Learning)
* USB 3.1/3.2 hub fron bay adap er (for Stitching ideo from the SD cards)

C mputer Display, VR
Headsets, &
Peripherals

$

3,025

(Three) 4K displays, nearfield s udio moni ors or headphones, keyboard,
mouse, edi ing con roller, da a/power cables, and securi y cables/locks. VR
headse s, accessories, s orage case, and cleaning supplies (see:
Tomshardware.com).
High resolution displays are essential for the intended applications. R
headseat allows interactive exploration of the GS video files and student
projects. Other peripherals enhance productivity. Security is to protect the
equipment.

St rage Furniture

Lehrman, Barry - #1346
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1,225

For 3-1640, locking cabinets to store the camera, camera mounts/rigging,
production accessories, GPS and mobile mapping tools, R headsets, and
other grant items. Locks and hardware for cabinets.
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Item

Am unt

Justificati n

IT/Facilities + Reserve

$

Allowance for:
* IT charges for reconfiguring smart classroom controls and installing security
system/room access card reader.
* Facilities charges for installing cabinets and key management.
Reserve funds for higher shipping charges than budgeted, price
increases/tariffs, and/or replacement parts.

2,000

Surplus reserve funds may be used for mobile data plan for iPad, and/or 5.7K
consumer grade panoramic camera (such as Insta360 One X2 ), additional
R headset, or software licenses.

Faculty Stipend

$

T tal Request

$

2,250

For setting up and maintaining the camera and computer workstation, and
Pilot Study effort.

24,9759.5% sales taxes included for all purchased items.

Budget References:
h ps://s ore.ins a360.com/produc /Pro_2
www.google.com/s ree view/con ac s- ools/
www.4kshoo ers.ne /2017/05/05/ he-cam ree-gripper-g-51-is-a-professional-camera-car-moun -rig-for-jus -135/
h ps://learn.sparkfun.com/ u orials/wha -is-gps-r k
www.puge sys ems.com/recommended/Recommended-Sys ems-for-Adobe-Premiere-Pro-143/Hardware-Recommenda ions
www.puge sys ems.com/recommended/Recommended-Sys ems-for-Pix4D-207/Hardware-Recommenda ions
www.puge sys ems.com/recommended/Recommended-Sys ems-for-V-Ray-199/Hardware-Recommenda ions
www.puge sys ems.com/recommended/Recommended-Sys ems-for-Unreal-Engine-200/Hardware-Recommenda ions
www. omshardware.com/reviews/bes -vir ual-reali y-headse s,4722.h ml
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PROPOSAL
Instructional Innovation - Technology Review
College of Environmental Design
3801 West. Temple Ave.
Building38
Pomona, Ca. 91768

Presented By:

Heather Fannin, Client Services
California State Polytechnic University Pomona
3801 W Temple Ave
Pomona, CA 91768 US
(909) 979-6455
https://www.cpp.edu/it/services.shtml

https://www.cpp.edu/it/services.shtml
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Revision:

0

Modified:
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ENV- 38
Cabling System
2

Extron 26-663-15

Equipment

Labor

$144.00

$0.00

$144.00

$0.00

Equipment

Labor

$115.20

$0.00

$115.20

$0.00

Equipment

Labor

$14.99

$0.00

$49.99

$0.00

$64.98

$110.00

$324.18

$110.00

$324.18

$110.00

HDMI Ultra/15 - 4K Premium High Speed HDMI Ultra-Flexible
Cable - 15' (4.5 m)
Cabling System Total
IT System
2

Extron 26-712-01
DPM-HDF 4K PLUS - DisplayPort Male to HDMI Female Active
Adapter
IT System Total

Security System
1

Kensington Desk Mount Security Anchor Point
Desk Mount Security Anchor Point

1

Kensington K64186FM
MicroSaver keyed laptop lock - master keyed lock management
Security System Total

ENV- 38 Total

Project Subtotal:

* Price Includes Accessories

Instructional Innovation - Technology Review
Project No : INC0100004
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PROJECT SUMMARY

Equipment:

$324.18
$110.00

Labor:
Sales Tax:

$30.80

$464.98

Grand Total:

Client:

Barry Lehrman

Date

Contractor:

Heather Fannin, Client Services
Collaborative Space Architect - A/V Engineer

Date

Instructional Innovation - Technology Review
Project No : INC0100004
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Friday, January 22, 2021 at 17:33:32 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

ATI Review ITRTASK0004945: COMPLETED for (iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE Space Gray)
Friday, January 22, 2021 at 5:27:19 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time
IT@CPP Service Portal
Julieth TaUana Jaramillo Rodriguez, Linda N. Vu, Jerry Fang, Carol Gonzales, ATI Review, Nathan
J. Wong, Barry Lehrman, Judy Shui, Vu Tran
AAachments: ATI_Banner_Image.pngx

Your ATI Review ITRTASK0004945 for (iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE Space Gray) has been completed.
Please print this page and a`ach it to your requisiUon or Pcard reconciliaUon statement.

Requester: Barry Lehrman (blehrman)
Requester's Department: Landscape Architecture Department
Reference Number: ITRTASK0004945
Product Name: iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE Space Gray
Product Summary: iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE
For operaUng the Insta360 Pro2 Camera (see ITR0007015) via the Insta360pro app, and as mobile hotspot for uploading to
Google Street View and live streaming from the ﬁeld.
Use: InstrucUonal, faculty/staﬀ, research with students
Vendor: B&H Photo
Dollar Amount: $529
Date SubmiAed: 2021-01-19 21:31:39 PST
Date Completed: 2021-01-22 17:26:44 PST
Accessibility Review Summary: Courses: LA3121L, LA4111L, LA4782, LA5582, LA6111L, and LA6920
Learning Outcome: ProducUon of Google Street View content and immersive virtual reality video.
VPAT a`ached
Apple accessibility features: h`ps://www.apple.com/accessibility/
EEAAP provided
Equally EﬀecPve AlternaPve Access Plan (EEAAP): Students who encounter accessibility barriers can work with classmates to
produce videos / audio recordings.
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Next Steps:

NOTE
An ATI Review does not consUtute an IT Review. An IT Review is automaUcally submi`ed as part of an ATI review
required per the campus procurement guidelines.
IT Campus Purchase Guidelines
If your paper requisiUon is received by the ATI oﬃce for review, we will submit it for IT Review automaUcally.

Ref:MSG2540248
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Friday, January 22, 2021 at 17:32:37 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

IT Review ITR0007018: COMPLETED for (iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE Space Gray)
Friday, January 22, 2021 at 5:27:19 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time
IT@CPP Service Portal
Julieth TaTana Jaramillo Rodriguez, Linda N. Vu, IT Procurement Review, Jerry Fang, Carol
Gonzales, ATI Review, Nathan J. Wong, Barry Lehrman, Judy Shui, Vu Tran
AAachments: ITCPPBannerImage.pngx

Your IT Review ITR0007018 for (iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE Space Gray) has been completed.
RequisiTons and Pcard requisiTons for InformaTon Technology (hardware, so`ware, and IT services) must be approved by the
IT CIO’s Oﬃce. Please include this REQ number in the requisiTon form or P-Card reconciliaTon statement and aeach this
review to said form when rouTng it to the CIO’s Oﬃce (121-2322).
Requester: Barry Lehrman (blehrman)
Requester's Department: Landscape Architecture Department
Reference Number: ITR0007018
Product Name: iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE Space Gray
Product Summary iPad Mini 64GB Wiﬁ + 4G LTE
For operaTng the Insta360 Pro2 Camera (see ITR0007015) via the Insta360pro app, and as mobile hotspot for uploading to
Google Street View and live streaming from the ﬁeld.
Use: InstrucTonal, faculty/staﬀ, research with students
Vendor: B&H Photo
Dollar Amount: $529
Date SubmiAed: 2021-01-19 21:31:39 PST
Date Completed: 2021-01-22 17:26:49 PST

End-User CompuOng Review
Review Summary

Next Steps/RemediaOon Plan

Apple iPads are fully supported by IT. If purchasing directly
from the Bookstore, please ensure the Bookstore enables
"DEP" as a state purchase.
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Ref:MSG2540249
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Tuesday, January 19, 2021 at 20:58:07 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject: IT Review - ATI ITRTASK0004941: New Request for (Insta360 Pro2 360-degree panoramic camera
(Farsight/BaJery Bundle) + set of (six) 128GB SanDisk 128GB Extreme
Date: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 at 7:06:52 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time
From: IT@CPP Service Portal
To:
Julieth Ta]ana Jaramillo Rodriguez, Linda N. Vu, Jerry Fang, Carol Gonzales, ATI Review, Nathan J.
Wong, Barry Lehrman, Judy Shui, Vu Tran
Below is an update on ac]vi]es currently being performed on your review. The overall review is not closed yet. When the
review is closed, you will receive two emails with “COMPLETED” in both subject lines; one for the ATI review and another for
the IT review.
Requested by: Barry Lehrman (blehrman) - Landscape Architecture Department 909-869-2673 blehrman@cpp.edu
Product Name: Insta360 Pro2 360-degree panoramic camera (Farsight/BaJery Bundle) + set of (six) 128GB SanDisk 128GB
Extreme PRO UHS-microSDXC Memory Cards and (one) SDXC Memory Card + Insta360Pro App + Insta360S]tcher App
Vendor: Insta360.com or bhphotovideo.com
Product Purpose: Recording 8K panoramic video and 8k panoramic photographs for: Google Street View, virtual reality
applica]ons/headsets, to reframe/edit into 1080 HD video ﬁles, and machine learning/object recogni]on/AI mapping.

Ref:MSG2532639
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A quote for your consideration.
Based on your business needs, we put the following quote together to help with your purchase
decision. Below is a detailed summary of the quote we’ve created to help you with your
purchase decision.
To proceed with this quote, you may respond to this email, order online through your
Premier page, or, if you do not have Premier, use this Quote to Order.

Quote No.
Total
Customer #
Quoted On
Expires by
Deal ID

3000077332572.1
$8,954.06
70521171
Jan. 21, 2021
Feb. 20, 2021
15670535

Sales Rep
Phone
Email
Billing To

Jerry Sivret
(800) 456-3355, 6180497
Jerry_Sivret@Dell.com
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
CAL POLY POMONA
3801 WEST TEMPLE AVE
BLDG 98, B1-113
POMONA, CA 91768-2557

Message from your Sales Rep
Please contact your Dell sales representative if you have any questions or when you're ready to place an order.
Thank you for shopping with Dell!
Regards,
Jerry Sivret

Product
Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Monitor - U2720Q, 68.4cm
(27")
Precision 7920 Tower

Unit Price

Qty

Subtotal

$467.99

2

$935.98

$7,244.20

1

$7,244.20

Subtotal:
Shipping:
Environmental Fee:
Non-Taxable Amount:
Taxable Amount:
Estimated Tax:

$8,180.18
$0.00
$10.00
$149.23
$8,040.95
$763.88

Total:

$8,954.06

Special lease pricing may be available for qualified customers. Please contact your DFS Sales Representative for
details.
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Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Monitor - U2720Q, 68.4cm (27")

$467.99

Qty

Subtotal

2

$935.98

Qty

Subtotal

Estimated delivery if purchased today:
Feb. 15, 2021
Contract # C000000183017
Customer Agreement # 2018-000068
Description

SKU

Unit Price

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Monitor - U2720Q, 68.4cm (27")

210-AVJV

-

2

-

Dell Limited Hardware Warranty

815-2532

-

2

-

Advanced Exchange Service, 3 Years

815-2533

-

2

-

Qty

Subtotal

$7,244.20

1

$7,244.20

SKU

Unit Price

Qty

Subtotal

210-AMRM

-

Precision 7920 Tower
Estimated delivery if purchased today:
Feb. 11, 2021
Contract # C000000183017
Customer Agreement # 2018-000068
Description
Precision 7920 Tower XCTO Base

1

-

1

-

1

-

Intel Xeon Silver 4216 2.1GHz,(3.2GHz Turbo, 16C, 9.6GT/s 2UPI,
22MB Cache, HT (100W) DDR4-2400 2nd)

338-BSLP

Intel Xeon Silver 4216 2.1GHz,(3.2GHz Turbo, 16C, 9.6GT/s 2UPI,
22MB Cache, HT (100W) DDR4-2400 1st)

338-BSNH

CPU clip, assemble CPU with heatsink

575-BBPB

-

1

-

CPU clip, assemble CPU with heatsink

575-BBPB

-

1

-

Windows 10 Pro for Workstations (4 Cores Plus) Multi - English, French,
Spanish

619-AMSU

1

-

Precision 7920 Tower Chassis (BC_PCIe) CL

321-BENT

-

1

-

Nvidia Quadro RTX5000, 16GB, 4DP, VirtualLink (XX20T)

490-BFFI

-

1

-

Adapter 6+2 connector to 2x 6+2 connectors RTX chassis

492-BCQN

-

1

-

128GB 2x64GB DDR4 2933 RDIM ECC Memory

370-AESG

-

1

-

Single Processor Air Heatpipe

412-AALD

-

1

-

Single Processor Air Heatpipe (2nd)

412-AALE

-

1

-

Intel vPro Technology Enabled

631-ABMK

-

1

-

Intel NVMe PCIe SSD (Front PCIe FlexBay)

414-BBBV

-

1

-

Cable assembly 1-2 HDD front FlexBay NVMe PCIe SSD

321-BDFD

-

1

-

Intel Integrated controller (RST-e) for 1-2 Front FlexBay NVMe Drives

321-BDFE

-

1

-

Dell M.2 carrier

400-AVDR

-

1

-

401-ABJT

-

1

-

Dell M.2 carrier

400-AVDR

-

1

-

M.2 1TB PCIe NVMe Class 40 Solid State Drive

401-ABJR

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No Additional Storage

400-AVDX

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

M.2 512GB PCIe NVMe Class 40 Solid State Drive

-

-
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No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No Optical

429-ABER

-

1

-

Slim filler panel (no opt.)

429-ABEL

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No Hard Drive

400-AKZR

-

1

-

No RAID

780-BBCJ

-

1

-

GPT is 100% required for all order

411-XXYB

-

1

-

Dell KB216 Wired Keyboard English

580-ADJC

-

1

-

Dell Optical Mouse - MS116 (Black)

570-ABIE

-

1

-

Thank You for Choosing Dell

340-ADBJ

-

1

-

No Additional Network Card Selected (Integrated NIC included)

555-BBJO

-

1

-

Intel® Dual Band Wireless AC 8265 (802.11ac) 2x2 + Bluetooth module

555-BEVZ

-

1

-

555-BEWB

-

1

-

Thunderbolt 3 PCIe card - 2 Type C Ports, 1 DP in

540-BCBL

-

1

-

US Power Cord

470-AATC

-

1

-

SERI Guide (ENG/FR/Multi)

340-AGIK

-

1

-

Placemat 7920 Tower DAO

340-BVYE

-

1

-

Resource DVD not Included

430-XXYU

-

1

-

OS-Windows Media Not Included

620-AALW

-

1

-

Not ENERGY STAR Qualified

387-BBBE

-

1

-

Dell Optimizer for Precision

640-BBSC

-

1

-

Firmware and Driver for Intel 8265 Wi-Fi + Bluetooth module

555-BEVY

-

1

-

Ship Material

328-BCRF

-

1

-

SHIP,PWS,LNK,NO,NO,AMF

340-AEYP

-

1

-

329-BBJL

-

1

-

7920 Tower Regulatory Label (DAO)

389-CGHR

-

1

-

No Accessories

461-AABV

-

1

-

No Stand included

575-BBCH

-

1

-

370-AAIP

-

1

-

BIOS match checked back to factory

444-BBBG

-

1

-

BIOS binary check enabled and verified

444-BBBS

-

1

-

SupportAssist

525-BBCL

-

1

-

Dell(TM) Digital Delivery Cirrus Client

640-BBLW

-

1

-

Enable Low Power Mode

658-BBMQ

-

1

-

Dell Developed Recovery Environment

658-BCUV

-

1

-

No Anti-Virus Software

650-AAAM

-

1

-

Dell Limited Hardware Warranty Plus Service

997-5852

-

1

-

ProSupport Plus: Accidental Damage Service, 3 Years

997-5918

-

1

-

ProSupport Plus: Keep Your Hard Drive, 3 Years

997-5927

-

1

-

ProSupport Plus: Next Business Day Onsite 3 Years

997-5939

-

1

-

ProSupport Plus: 7x24 Technical Support, 3 Years

997-5953

-

1

-

Intel Dual Band Wireless AC 8265 (802.11ac) 2x2 + Bluetooth module

Trusted Platform Module (Discrete TPM Enabled)

Performance Optimized
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Subtotal:
Shipping:
Environmental Fee:
Estimated Tax:

$8,180.18
$0.00
$10.00
$763.88

Total:

$8,954.06
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Important Notes
Terms of Sale
This Quote will, if Customer issues a purchase order for the quoted items that is accepted by Supplier, constitute a contract between the entity
issuing this Quote (“Supplier”) and the entity to whom this Quote was issued (“Customer”). Unless otherwise stated herein, pricing is valid for
thirty days from the date of this Quote. All product, pricing and other information is based on the latest information available and is subject to
change. Supplier reserves the right to cancel this Quote and Customer purchase orders arising from pricing errors. Taxes and/or freight charges
listed on this Quote are only estimates. The final amounts shall be stated on the relevant invoice. Additional freight charges will be applied if
Customer requests expedited shipping. Please indicate any tax exemption status on your purchase order and send your tax exemption
certificate to Tax_Department@dell.com or ARSalesTax@emc.com, as applicable.
Governing Terms: This Quote is subject to: (a) a separate written agreement between Customer or Customer’s affiliate and Supplier or a
Supplier´s affiliate to the extent that it expressly applies to the products and/or services in this Quote or, to the extent there is no such
agreement, to the applicable set of Dell’s Terms of Sale (available at www.dell.com/terms or www.dell.com/oemterms), or for cloud/as-a-Service
offerings, the applicable cloud terms of service (identified on the Offer Specific Terms referenced below); and (b) the terms referenced herein
(collectively, the “Governing Terms”). Different Governing Terms may apply to different products and services on this Quote. The Governing
Terms apply to the exclusion of all terms and conditions incorporated in or referred to in any documentation submitted by Customer to Supplier.
Supplier Software Licenses and Services Descriptions : Customer’s use of any Supplier software is subject to the license terms
accompanying the software, or in the absence of accompanying terms, the applicable terms posted on www.Dell.com/eula. Descriptions and
terms for Supplier-branded standard services are stated at www.dell.com/servicecontracts/global or for certain infrastructure products at
www.dellemc.com/en-us/customer-services/product-warranty-and-service-descriptions.htm.
Offer-Specific, Third Party and Program Specific Terms : Customer’s use of third-party software is subject to the license terms that
accompany the software. Certain Supplier-branded and third-party products and services listed on this Quote are subject to additional, specific
terms stated on www.dell.com/offeringspecificterms (“Offer Specific Terms”).
In case of Resale only : Should Customer procure any products or services for resale, whether on standalone basis or as part of a solution,
Customer shall include the applicable software license terms, services terms, and/or offer-specific terms in a written agreement with the end-user
and provide written evidence of doing so upon receipt of request from Supplier.
In case of Financing only: If Customer intends to enter into a financing arrangement (“Financing Agreement”) for the products and/or services
on this Quote with Dell Financial Services LLC or other funding source pre-approved by Supplier (“FS”), Customer may issue its purchase order to
Supplier or to FS. If issued to FS, Supplier will fulfill and invoice FS upon confirmation that: (a) FS intends to enter into a Financing Agreement
with Customer for this order; and (b) FS agrees to procure these items from Supplier. Notwithstanding the Financing Agreement, Customer’s use
(and Customer’s resale of and the end-user’s use) of these items in the order is subject to the applicable governing agreement between
Customer and Supplier, except that title shall transfer from Supplier to FS instead of to Customer. If FS notifies Supplier after shipment that
Customer is no longer pursuing a Financing Agreement for these items, or if Customer fails to enter into such Financing Agreement within 120
days after shipment by Supplier, Customer shall promptly pay the Supplier invoice amounts directly to Supplier.
Customer represents that this transaction does not involve: (a) use of U.S. Government funds; (b) use by or resale to the U.S. Government; or (c)
maintenance and support of the product(s) listed in this document within classified spaces. Customer further represents that this transaction does
not require Supplier’s compliance with any statute, regulation or information technology standard applicable to a U.S. Government procurement.
For certain products shipped to end users in California, a State Environmental Fee will be applied to Customer’s invoice. Supplier encourages
customers to dispose of electronic equipment properly.
Electronically linked terms and descriptions are available in hard copy upon request.
^Dell Business Credit (DBC):
OFFER VARIES BY CREDITWORTHINESS AS DETERMINED BY LENDER. Offered by WebBank to Small and Medium Business customers
with approved credit. Taxes, shipping and other charges are extra and vary. Minimum monthly payments are the greater of $15 or 3% of account
balance. Dell Business Credit is not offered to government or public entities, or business entities located and organized outside of the United
States.
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